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The Research Paper opens with a conceptual discussion about definitions of ‘organised crime/groups’ (OCGs) and ‘terrorism/terrorist groups (TGs)’. It distinguishes between four types/levels of 'links' between OCGs and TGs and identifies two special types of violent hybrid organisations. It first summarises the main findings of a background report on the links between transnational organised crime groups and international terrorist groups, prepared by the author for the UN Crime Commission in the mid-1990s. After presenting key aspects of transnational OCGs and TGs in the 1990s, and comparing some of the features noted then to the situation today, the paper elaborates key differences and similarities between these two types of organisations. In the mid-1990s, transnational organised crime groups and terrorist organisations were decidedly distinct, linked in some ways but separated in more important other ways. Today the situations has evolved as there are new features not prominent in 1996. Looking at the present situation, the paper notes that recruiters of OCGs and TGs in Western diasporas increasingly fish in the same pool of mainly ethnic youth gangs and petty criminals. Another novelty is the role of prisons where convicted terrorists have successfully radicalised common petty criminals and members of OCGs. The report also draws attention to the situation in Sub-Saharan Africa where some smuggling and trafficking networks and jihadist networks have assumed a hybrid character. The criminalisation of some states and the involvement of government officials in organised crime or in supporting terrorism is also addressed. Concluding, the Research Paper notes an increase in both organised crime and terrorism since the mid-1990s but sees the main cause for this not so much in greater and deeper links between terrorist and organised crime groups but in the development of in-house capabilities of organised crime methods by TGs and terrorist tactics by OCGs and - more importantly - in changes in their operational environments due to, inter alia, globalisation and the role of the Internet. While the links between TGs and OCGs are a matter of serious concern for the international community, the far greater problem is that increasingly past and present political power holders are involved as third parties, whereby state facilities (e.g. diplomatic channels) are used as vehicles and cover for violent and predatory crimes across international borders. The paper also features an extensive, up-to-date bibliography on the nexus between international terrorism and transnational organised crime.
Introduction

Twenty-two years ago, I prepared a report for the UN Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Branch with the title ‘The Links between Transnational Organized Crime and Terrorist Crimes’.¹ In the present ICCT Research Paper, I would like to revisit this background report and explore some of the more notable changes since 1996.

Much has been written about collaboration - sometimes termed links, nexus, alliance or even symbiosis and convergence - between terrorist groups and organised groups². Yet not much of the literature discussing this relationship has bothered to clearly define these concepts. Admittedly, definitional discussions can to be tedious and the results are often inconclusive. However, without at least a basic awareness of the problematic nature of the contested concepts ‘organised crime’ and ‘terrorism’, progress towards more conclusive findings regarding these two phenomena and their connections is unlikely. Klaus van Lampe has collected more than 200 different definitions of ‘organised crime’ from scholars and governments while Joseph Easson and Alex Schmid have collected more than 250 academic and governmental definitions of ‘terrorism’. Linking any of 200 definitions of one phenomenon with 250 of the other already produces 50,000 combinations, each of which can, in theory, result in different conclusions about the degree of closeness between terrorism and organised crime. If one compares not definitions but actual terrorist groups and organised crime groups in the real world, the number of possible combinations is even higher.³ In reality, of course, far fewer terrorist groups and organised crime groups cooperate but that does not solve the problem of great variation, the more so since many of these terrorist or organised crime groups might have developed in-house capabilities enabling them to use tactics from the repertoire of the other type of group in their own dealings with their clients and enemies.

Here then, to begin with, a brief look at the thorny issue of definitions. This will be followed by a look at organised crime groups and terrorist groups then and now, before concentrating on differences and similarities and the nature of links between them.

Definitions of Organised Crime/Groups and Terrorism/Terrorist Groups

One thing that has changed - at least in part - during the last two decades is in the field of definitions. Before the year 2000, there was no internationally accepted (i.e. approved by the UN General Assembly) legal definition of ‘organised crime’ or ‘(international) terrorism’. Now there is at least a UN draft definition of terrorism and a finalised one for ‘organised criminal groups’ in the Palermo Convention of 2000.


² For an extensive, but dated, bibliography, see Eric Price. Selected Literature on Terrorism and Organized Crime. Perspectives on Terrorism 4, no. 6 (2010): 44-54. For one including also more recent writings, see the bibliography at the end of this Research Paper.

The 1996 report for the UN was written almost five years before the Palermo Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC) defined organised crime (or, to be more precise, ‘organised criminal group’) in an international convention. For my 1996 report, I had to take as point of departure a UN Crime Commission report from 1993 as well as findings from the 1st Ministerial World conference on Organised Crime held in Naples in 1994 which I attended. These two documents defined/ described organised crime respectively as

‘...a form of economic commerce by illegal means, involving the threat and use of physical force, extortion, corruption, blackmail and other methods, and the use of illicit goods and services’ (UN Crime Commission, 1993)

1. Group organisation to commit crime;
2. Hierarchical links or personal relations which permit leaders to control the group;
3. Violence, intimidation and corruption used to earn profits or control territories or markets;
4. Laundering of illicit proceeds both in furtherance of criminal activity and to infiltrate the legitimate economy;
5. the potential for expansion into new activities and beyond national borders; and
6. Cooperation with other organized transnational criminal groups.
(Naples conference, 1994)

Six years after the Naples conference, in December 2000, I attended, as a Senior Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Officer in the UN Office on Drugs and Crime, the Palermo conference where the Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC) was finalised and opened for signature and ratification. However, since the Palermo Convention had to accommodate the wishes and concerns of more than 180 UN member states, it became less, rather than more precise than the above definitions/descriptions. The drafters of the Palermo Convention could only agree on defining an ‘organized criminal group’ rather than ‘organised crime’ as such. It stated that an

“Organized criminal group’ shall mean a structured group of three or more persons, existing for a period of time and acting in concert with the aim of committing one or more serious crimes or offences established pursuant to this Convention, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit”.

---

8 The Convention defined ‘structured group’ as ‘…a group that is not randomly formed for the immediate commission of an offense and that does not need to have formally defined roles for its members, continuity of its membership or a developed structure’. – United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime. Art. 2a and2c. New York: UN, 2000 GA 55th Session, Agenda item 105 (A/RES/55/25).
This definition focuses more on the type of ‘organisation’ than on the type of ‘crime’ but remains vague. It is arguably a problematic definition. Many crimes committed are the joint work of more than one or two persons and are conducted over a certain period of time and could therefore be subject to the Palermo Convention as long as they are in some way ‘transnational’. In addition, this definition, if literally applied, not just covers organised crime from the underworld but also white collar crimes from the upperworld, whether in business corporations or in government or when sectors of either are ‘acting in concert’. This definition is also problematic as it makes no reference to the conspiratorial, secret society character of organised crime groups which can in some times and places even amount to be part of a parallel shadow state, next to - or even inside - the official state. The ethnic dimension of much of organised crime which is often based on immigrants linked by kinship or place of origin is also not addressed. However, this definition has a standing in international criminal law and all but four UN member states have in the meantime ratified the Palermo Convention which came into force in 2003. Yet despite its standing, the Palermo Convention definition misses a number of key traits recognised in the criminological literature on organised crime, e.g. (i) the use of extreme violence, (ii) corruption of officials, including law enforcement and judicial officers (iii), penetration of the legitimate economy (e.g. through money laundering); and (iv) interference in the political process. The Palermo Convention applies to transnational criminal groups which aim at obtaining, “...directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit”. This would, by implication, exclude terrorist groups whose motives are generally said to be not profit-oriented, but ideological, political or religious. Yet while the goals of terrorist groups may be political, in order to acquire resources for supporting their political violence campaigns, such groups also engage in activities covered by the Palermo Convention’s definition of organised crime, e.g. in cases of kidnappings for ransom to finance a terrorist organisation. There are other commonalities: both organised crime groups and terrorist groups form clandestine organisations, and apply violence for intimidation to put pressure on some target group and in order to send a message to others who dare to resist and confront them.

14 There are also differences, e.g. terrorist groups do not use corruption on the scale of organised crime cartels. In the case of Colombia in the 1980s, ‘Plata o Plomo’ (‘take our money or get our bullet’) was the maxim of the drug mafia. They first tried to bribe judges not to give them hard sentences or not to extradite them to the United States. Those
When it comes to a definition of ‘international terrorism’, the United Nations General Assembly has, despite more than twenty years of debates in the Ad Hoc Committee on Terrorism (a sub-committee of the 6th [legal] committee of the General Assembly which the latter had established in 1996), not yet reached a legally binding definition acceptable to the majority of the UN’s 193 member states. There is only a draft definition which has remained unchanged for more than sixteen years now as discussions on the final the text of a Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism are deadlocked. Article 2 of this draft convention defines ‘international terrorism’ in terms of the actions of perpetrators:

“Any person commits an offence within the meaning of the present Convention if that person, by any means, unlawfully and intentionally, causes:
(a) Death or serious bodily injury to any person; or
(b) Serious damage to public or private property, including a place of public use, a State or government facility, a public transportation system, an infrastructure facility or to the environment; or
(c) Damage to property, places, facilities or systems referred to in paragraph 1 (b) of the present article resulting or likely to result in major economic loss, when the purpose of the conduct, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a Government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act.”

Again, this draft definition is characterized by its broadness (‘any person’, ‘any means’, ‘any act’) and its vagueness (its political nature is not made explicit and the crucial role of communication media in the spreading of terror is not addressed).

If we want to explore the links between terrorism and organized crime we therefore face the difficulty that, strictly speaking, a comparison between an international defined ‘organised criminal group’ and the terrorist equivalent is not possible, at least in purely legal terms. The UN has not made an effort to define exactly what it considers a ‘terrorist group’ although it has blacklisted hundreds of violent ‘entities’ as ‘terrorist’. The current UN sanction list contains no fewer than 385 such ‘entities’ and 682 individuals.

Unfortunately, there is no comparable official UN sanction list for ‘organised criminal groups’ – criminal societies and crime families like the Sicilian Cosa Nostra, the American Mafia, the Japanese Yakuzza, the Chinese Triads, the Mexican cartels, the Afghan Haqqani network, the Russian Tambovskaya—Malshevskaya and thousands of other national and transnational organised crime groups – some 5,000 of them operating, according to Europol, in the Europe Union alone.
We have to keep in mind that both organised crime groups as well as terrorist groups are very heterogeneous, although the former are (initially, at least) often linked by blood ties. Klaus van Lampe has rightly noted that “....in the study of organized crime two distinct aspects need to be discussed, the reality of organized crime on the one hand and its conceptualization on the other. The reality of organized crime consists of a myriad of mostly clandestine, diverse and complex aspects of the social universe. These do not readily fall into place to form an easily identifiable entity”. 20

Regarding terrorist groups, Erin Miller, the lead researcher behind the Global Terrorism Database (GTD, University of Maryland, START)21 who has surveyed hundreds of terrorist entities, after finding that “....most scholars use the terms terrorist group and terrorist organisation interchangeably”22, noted, having analysed 632 such entities in the Global Terrorism Database23 as perpetrators of acts of terrorist violence, that

"With respect to terrorism, 'groups of individuals that carry out violent attacks may be small, clandestine, informally related clusters of people, broad networks united by leaderless resistance, or formally established, hierarchical organizations that are explicit about their existence and their objectives".24

Comparing this GTD definition of a terrorist group (‘clusters’, ‘networks’, ‘organizations’) with the Palermo Conventions’ definition of a “organised criminal group” (‘three or more persons’) cited earlier 25 poses difficulties. In the Palermo Convention’s definition, there is no reference to the methods (violence, corruption, extortion) although it mentions ‘serious crime’ (i.e. a crime, not necessarily violent, that earns its perpetrator four or more years in prison). On the other hand, there is a clear reference to the use of force in the GTD definition since it refers to ‘violent attack’ in the definition of a terrorist group. Neither the GTD definition nor the one of the Palermo Convention offer an explicit reference to the target of crime, although there is such a reference in article 2 of the UN
draft definition (‘intimidate a population, or to compel a Government or an international organization’)\textsuperscript{26}. The Palermo Convention’s definition contains the identification of a goal (‘to obtain...a financial or other material benefit’), but no specific goal is identified in the GTD definition. The Naples description of characteristics of organised crime groups of 1994 is, as mentioned earlier, in many ways superior to the one in the Palermo Convention as it contains a clear reference to violence and intimidation (which are also characteristic of terrorist groups).

As indicated, it is difficult to make a comparison between an organised criminal group and a terrorist group without defining a terrorist group. The definition from Erin Miller, cited above, focuses on the heterogeneity of terrorist groups, without specifically addressing the terrorism itself.\textsuperscript{27} Another researcher, Brian Phillips, defined a ‘terrorist group’ as a ‘subnational political organization that uses terrorism.’\textsuperscript{28} While not incorrect, this definition is too general to be of much help. Trying to combine elements referring to both the ‘group’ and the ‘terrorist’ character, I suggest a definition of a ‘terrorist group’ along these lines:

\begin{quote}
A ‘terrorist group’ is a militant, usually non-state, clandestine organisation with political goals which – by definition – engages, in whole or in part of its activities, in terrorism, that is, a communication strategy for psychological (mass) manipulation whereby mainly unarmed civilians (and non-combatants such as prisoners of war) are deliberately victimised in order to impress third parties (e.g. intimidate, coerce or otherwise influence a government or a section of society, or public opinion in general), with the help of portrayals of demonstrative violence in front of witnessing audiences and/or by means of induced coverage in mass and social media.\textsuperscript{29}
\end{quote}

An organised crime group, on the other hand, is, in the understanding of this writer,

\begin{quote}
a violence-prone, profit-oriented clandestine organisation that provides, on a black market, illegal services or illegally obtained licit or illicit products for which there is a substantial demand - but one that governments or regular free market operators do not or cannot meet. The group’s structure might be family- or clan-based and hierarchical, or consist of networks shaped more by the organisation’s type of activities (drug trafficking, prostitution, racketeering, fraud, arms trafficking,
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{29} For a more extensive discussion of the terrorist element, see: Alex P. Schmid, “The Definition of Terrorism,” in The Routledge Handbook of Terrorism Research ed. Alex P. Schmid (New York and London: Routledge, 2011), 39-157. While there is no universally accepted legal definition of (international) terrorism - although there are plenty of national and even some regional definitions - there exists an Academic Consensus Definition of terrorism which is the result of three rounds of consultations with some 200 academic and professional experts in the field of political violence from which the one referring to ‘terrorist group’ just cited has been derived. Cf. Alex P. Schmid (Ed.), op. cit., pp. 86-87. The (revised) Academic Consensus Definition of Terrorism is available online at URL: http://www.terrorismanalysts.com/pt/index.php/pot/article/view/schmid-terrorism-definition/385.
migrant smuggling, counterfeiting, money-laundering, gambling, internet-based extortion, contract killing, etc.)

There have been numerous definition attempts like these. There are no ‘true’ definition since the reality that concepts seek to cover is evolving constantly. However, some definitions are more useful than others. There are, however, some who challenge existing concepts and plead for new ones. With regard to ‘organised crime’, André Standing surveyed in 2003 various attempts to define organised crime in terms of hierarchy, networks, markets or clans. He concluded that ‘...organised crime has become a muddled analytical concept in mainstream discourse due to a combination of poor empirical research and popular misconceptions about notorious crime groups such as the American Mafia’.30 Standing therefore proposed to give up the concept of ‘organised crime ‘altogether in favour of ‘illicit enterprise’, arguing that

‘....the notion of ‘illicit enterprise’ should replace the two concepts of organized crime and white-collar crime, and that within the broad subject of illicit enterprise it may make sense to focus on ‘illegal economies’ as individual systems rather than focusing on specific crime groups’.31

In a similar way, some adherents of the school of Critical Terrorism Studies have considered giving up the concept of terrorism altogether because it has become too politicised and abused by more than one side.32 However, the fact that the concepts of ‘terrorism’ and ‘organised crime’ are contested cannot be enough reason for abandoning them. Yet we need to keep in mind their heterogeneity and their fluid nature over time as we try to gain some firm ground to assess the nature of alleged and real interactions between groups that engage in terrorism or organised crime. No two organised crime groups or terrorist groups are the same since they are not legal entities with set organisation forms prescribed by state laws and regulations. Rather, they are shaped by sub-culture (e.g. local clan structures) and environment (e.g. ungoverned territories) to name but two important factors. Their survival depends on trust, and trust can often only be guaranteed within (same blood) family and clan networks. Since local ethnic and religious traditions and the force of circumstances, among other factors, shape the particular features of such violent underground organisations at any given place and time, most generalisations about terrorist groups and organised crime groups and their interactions are problematical. To the extent that generalisations are possible, there will always be exceptions.

With this in the back of our mind, we leave the tedious – but necessary - discussion of concepts and look at some of the findings from the 1996 report before turning to the situation today. Before looking at the links between terrorism and organised crime, let us first look at how criminal and terrorist organisations looked back in the mid-1990s to one observer.

31 Idem, p. 2.
32 Richard Jackson wrote in 2009: “If, as I have argued, „terrorism“ is a social construct, and since it is clearly now a politically and culturally-loaded term used primarily to delegitimise and demonise opponents, should we not as scholars eschew it as an analytical category and instead focus our research efforts on its production as a discursive subject and the wider ideological consequences of the „terrorism“ discourse? Also, might not many of the many well-documented problems of Terrorism Studies be overcome by abandoning the term altogether in academic research?” Richard Jackson. Critical Terrorism Studies: An Explanation, a Defence and a Way Forward. Aberystwyth University Paper prepared for the BISA Annual Conference, 14-16 December, 2009, University of Leicester, UK, p.10.
Some Aspects of Transnational Organised Crime – Then and Now

The focus of the 1996 report was on transnational organised crime. I noted that the transnational reach of organised crime was an outflow of its inherent logic. States are separated by borders which not only divide territories but also mark different levels of economic development, different price levels, different political cultures and different legal systems, with different punishments for some forms of crime. The exploitation of some of these differences, I argued, is a central feature of transnational organised crime.33

Globalisation, accelerated by neo-liberal deregulations, fewer border controls since the opening of the Iron Curtain and the extension of the Schengen zone, electronic banking, the growth of overseas tax havens, the growth of non-Western diasporas in Western urban conglomerations, increased cross-border refugee flows had only just begun to become important factors in facilitating the growth of organised crime by the mid-1990s. However, some key contemporary features - like the existence of the dark and deep web on the Internet and strong encryption techniques for electronic communications - were not yet around.34

I noted that

“….the worldwide migration of settlers, labour migrants, and asylum seekers has created ethnic diasporas in many countries that serve as nesting places and bridgeheads for those who engage in transnational organised crime.(...)The uprooted situation of migrants, their determination to assure upward social mobility for their children, if not for themselves, and often sheer economic necessity, encourage risk taking and unlawful activities among parts of them”. 35

A further finding in the 1996 report for the UN Crime Commission referred to the typical structure of organised crime. In the mid-1990s, major organised crime groups were still primarily hierarchically organised36 – something reflected in the tri-partition between ‘soldiers’ (those who do the risky work of theft, kidnapping for ransom, extortion, corruption, money laundering or liquidation), the ‘planners’ (who develop, finance and cover up organised crime projects) and the ‘bosses’ (who usually operate on a higher political level). Those who are at the top of such criminal organisations, lead ostensibly decent lives and intermingle with the elites in media, entertainment, politics, public administration, justice, finance and commerce wherever they can, both to buy influence and gain protection and, presumably, also to spot new areas of profitability. They are far removed from the actual crimes – both physically and often also geographically -and few traces lead to them. 37

This finding reflected the infiltration of organised crime from the underworld into the ‘white collar’ upper-world - something I had already focused on in my inaugural lecture in the early 1990s at Erasmus University Rotterdam. At that time, this was a new finding; today it is a more widely recognised. I concluded that “…the boundaries between politics and crime are in many societies fuzzy. (…) Criminal organisations have in several countries been able to undermine and sometimes even to supplant the authority of the central state”. What was not yet visible then was that whole sectors of governments of major powers might not just collude with organised crime but act in ways similar to organised crime groups. There are many countries where the rule of law is weak or absent. Today, four billion people, more than half of mankind, do not live under rule of law respecting regimes.

As an illustration how the links between underworld and upper world have become more extensive in the last twenty years, it is instructive to see what happened in post-Soviet Russia where criminal enterprises have gained considerable power, often with close links to the Russian intelligence services and those holding state power. A recent Spanish criminal investigation revealed the depth of such connections of one Russian mafia network in Spain. According to Sergey Sukhankin:

”Spanish prosecutors have also ascertained the existence of apparent connections between Reznik and Herman Gref, the current CEO and chairman of Russia’s Sberbank. The list of figures named in the Spanish authorities’ indictment also includes such well-known persons as Ilya Taber (a member of the Vyborg OPG), Anatoly Serdyukov (the former minister of defense of Russia), Viktor Zubkov (former Russian prime minister), Boris Gryzlov (former speaker of the Russian parliament) and Leonid Reiman (former minister of communications and information technologies of Russia and a financial tycoon). According to Spanish officials, Petrov was closely related to Reznik, whose main responsibilities boiled down to the “corruption of high officials [and] obtaining of classified information in the highest Russian governmental bodies and agencies”.

Such close connections between organised crime and (sectors of) government are much more dangerous than those that exist between organised crime and the above ground legitimate business world for they make it almost impossible to reverse the consolidation of rogue mafia states. State organised crime has become a real and present danger to the international order.

---

41 For an overview of the state of the Rule of Law in the world, see URL: : www.worldjusticeproject.org/rule-of-law-index
44 Sergey Sukhankin, ‘Trial of the Decade’; Spain Declares War on Russian Organized Crime. Eurasian Daily Monitor ( Jamestown Foundation), Vol. 15, Issue 35, 7 March 2018. The author of this article added:”. “(. . .) At this point it would be premature to make any far-reaching conclusions. Yet, even if a fraction of the materials presented by Spanish prosecutors turns out to be correct, this will, once again, demonstrate not only the corrupt nature of Russian political elites but also testify to the scale of ties between Russian criminal (and political) circles located in Russia and Russian mafia structures abroad.” – URL: https://mailchi.mp/jamestown/eurasia-daily-monitor-volume-15-issue-357e-3a3b424c5f.
45 Cf. H. Decoeur, Confronting the Shadow State. An International Law Perspective on State Organized Crime, (Oxford University Press, 2018.) The author defines state organised crime as
Some Aspects of International Terrorism – Then and Now

Turning now to terrorism, here are some of the findings from 1996. Discussing ‘Transnational Terrorist Crimes’, I noted that the phenomenon was linked to local conflicts but acted across borders thanks to the enhanced mobility of people following the fall of the Iron Curtain and due to the acceleration of globalisation:

‘The difference between domestic and international incidents has become somewhat blurred (…) Many transnational terrorist incidents are in fact domestically motivated: exile communities hearing of incidents of repression in their home country react, for instance, by occupying embassies of their country abroad. A discussion of terrorism in terms of transnational incidents only would be misleading since these cannot exist as phenomenon separate from particular nation-states.”

(…)46 With regard to transnational terrorism, those who actually carry out the attack are either recruited in the country where it is going to take place or they were sent there months or even years before and kept there as ‘sleepers’. When they are activated, they are not even informed about the (true) reason and background for a particular terrorist attack. Those who prepare the attack visit them, give them the instructions where to obtain the weapon and where to drop it and leave the country before the attack takes place. The planners at the top have not even entered the country where the attack is scheduled. The type of transnational terrorist organisation described above is still exceptional”.47

What I expressed in the last (here italicised) sentence, has, unfortunately become much less exceptional today, thanks, in part, to the instant long-distance command and control made possible by encryption and the Internet, as well as the growth of ethnic and religious diasporas, offering shelter to sleepers and infiltrators.

Another finding of the 1996 report warned of mass casualty terrorism:

“There is a growing apprehension that terrorist victimisation by non-state actors will move beyond a few victims per incident into hundreds of victims.(…)A near disaster of greater magnitude occurred in February 1993 when the New York World Trade Center was targeted by followers of Sjeik Abdel Rahman, a spiritual leader of Egyptian origin. While ‘only’ six people were killed…the potential damage if both towers with more than 50,000 people in them had collapsed could have equated that of a small nuclear explosion.(…An ominous threshold was passed in Japan on March 20,1995, when the religious sect Aum Shinrikyo (Supreme Truth)
led by Shoko Asahara, used Sarin nerve gas against passengers of the Tokyo underground, killing twelve people.".48

While this presaged 9/11, fortunately, the risk of major terrorist attacks using chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear agents (CBRN) has - more than two decades later - not materialised to the extent feared then; with the partial exception of chemical agents (mainly chlorine) which have been used not only by the government of Syria but, on a lesser scale, also by non-state actors like ISIS.49

Many researchers have made a distinction between ‘old’ and ‘new’ terrorism, taking the 9/11 attacks as watershed. That distinction is only valid to a point as there has been continuation as well, with many of the changes being incremental rather than sudden. Suicide terrorism, for instance, introduced in the 1970s and 1980s, indeed mushroomed only after the 9/11 attacks and is now one of the hallmarks of the ‘new’ terrorism. Between 1974 and mid-2016, 5,430 suicide attacks in over 40 countries have been recorded.50 The rise of religiously motivated terrorism also began in the early 1980s but came to full fruition only since the mid-1990s. Kidnapping for ransom had long been a source of income for terrorists (as well as organised crime groups) but the scale of ransoms rose spectacularly, culminating in a ransom delivery of US $ 360 million by the rulers of Qatar to effectuate the release of some of its falcon-hunting royal members in Iraq in 2016/17. 51 That sum was well beyond the US $ 60 million ransom demanded by the Montoneros in the mid-1970 for the release of the Born brothers, members of one of the richest families of Argentina.52 It can, however, be argued that at a given moment quantitative changes become qualitative ones. Before 9/11, al-Qaeda in Afghanistan numbered no more than 400 fighters; today there are hundred times more al-Qaeda fighters in a dozen countries.53

Back in 1996, there was - with the exception of the Taliban (1996-2001) - no group using terrorism that controlled large territories for a prolonged period of time. This has changed too, the most notorious example being the Islamic State which proclaimed a Caliphate in mid-2014 that lasted more than three years and, at its height of power, ruled over more than six million people in Iraq and Syria while also attracting more than 30,000 foreign fighters.54 Today, the Taliban, which was defeated and had to flee to Pakistan in late 2001, is back in force in Afghanistan and, to varying extents, active in 70 percent of the territories of the country.55 Al-Qaeda, which many thought was defeated after 2001 (when Operation Enduring Freedom expelled its few hundred mujahedeen from

48 ‘1996 Links Report’, p. 23 [italicised here, not in original].
- The Anthrax attack (a biological, not chemical agent) in the fall of 2001 in the United States was an insider job by Bruce Ivins, working for a US military laboratory. - For a discussion of CBRN threats, see Gary Ackerman and Jeremy Tamsett (Eds.). “Jihadists and Weapons of Mass Destruction,” (Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2009).
50 Suicide Attack Database. University of Chicago. URL: http://cpostdata.uchicago.edu/search_new.php .
53 Bruce Hoffman calculated that al-Qaeda has about “10,000-20,000 fighters in Syria, 7,000-9,000 in Somalia, 5,000 in Libya, 4,000 in Yemen, a similar number spread across the Maghreb and the Sahel, 3,000 in Indonesia and approximately 1,000 in South Asia.”. Cit. Ed Blanche. ‘Al-Qaeda 2.0 emerges from power struggles’. The Arab Weekly. 1 July 2018; Bruce Hoffman. Al Qaeda’s Resurrection. Foreign Affairs, 6 March 2018. URL: https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/resurgence-al-qaeda .
Afghanistan), and again in 2011 (after the killing of Osama Bin Laden), is also back in strength, with an estimated membership of more than 35,000 fighters, controlling, to varying degrees, stretches of territory in Syria, Yemen, Egypt, Libya, the Maghreb, Somalia, Indonesia, Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, and Myanmar. On the Shia side, Iran and its proxy Hezbollah continue to engage, directly or indirectly, in proxy warfare, including acts of terrorism. There are hundreds of other groups - not only jihadists but right- and left-wing, ethno-nationalist, vigilantes and single issue groups - that kill, injure or kidnap tens of thousands of people each year. In that sense, the quantitative increase of terrorism worldwide has brought about a qualitative change and the ‘new’ terrorism is indeed in many ways different from the ‘old’ terrorism. While a few separatist and revolutionary groups in Europe and Latin America (e.g. ETA, PIRA, FARC) have given up their struggle, new armed non-state groups have come into existence, mainly in the Middle East, but also in Asia and Africa.

Differences and Similarities between Organised Crime Groups and Terrorist Groups – Then and Now

The third part of the 1996 study for the UN Crime Commission began by noting that “The linkage between (transnational) organised crime and (international) terrorism had first been conceptualized in the 1980s with the term ‘narco-terrorism’”, suggesting an ill-defined fusion of sorts. I then first sketched six differences between terrorist and organised crime groups - while noting at the same time that these differences were generalisations for which exceptions could always be found.

Differences
(i) Terrorist groups...are usually ideologically highly motivated while organised crime groups are generally not.
(ii) When brought to trial, political terrorists usually admit to their deeds (though they refuse to see them as crimes).... Members of organised crime groups generally try to downplay the degree of their involvement in crime....
(iii) Terrorist groups strive for an increased political following. For organised crime groups this is less relevant. As a consequence, media coverage is generally sought by terrorists while avoided by organised crime groups.
(iv) Terrorist victimisation is generally less discriminate than the one applied by organised crime. (...)
(v) While terrorists compete with governments for legitimacy in gaining the moral high ground in the public perception, organised crime groups do not play to mass audiences....
(vi) Organised crime groups on a given territory often fight each other in gang wars; this is less common with rivalling terrorist groups.

Looking back from the vantage point of early 2018, I believe that most of these findings still stand; the exception being the sixth point as we have seen not only rivalries but...
armed encounters and turf wars between terrorist groups in a number of countries, for instance, in Syria (Al-Nusra vs. ISIS) and Afghanistan (Taliban vs. ISIS).

Next I focused in the 1996 report on similarities and found these that stood out:

Similarities:

(i) Both, members of terrorist organisations and members of criminal organisations are generally rational actors. While some idiosyncratic terrorists are fanatics and crazies and some members of organised crime are using drugs themselves, the majority of both act purposefully though they might both be less than realistic in their assessment of a given social or political situation.

(ii) Both use ‘muscle and ruthlessness’ and produce victims. Intimidation, through the threat of physical violence, is common to both, though terrorist violence, by definition, assaults basic moral norms to produce disproportionate effects.

(iii) Both use similar (though not entirely overlapping) tactics: kidnappings, assassination, extortion (either in the form of ‘protection money’ or ‘revolutionary taxes’). (…) Kidnapping for ransom and bank robberies are crimes we find both organised crime and terrorist groups…to be involved in, especially in their early, purely predatory, stages. (…)

(iv) Both terrorist organisations and organised crime groups operate secretly and usually from an underground. Both need above ground front organisations (political parties, casinos) to meet their publics.

(v) Both are criminalised by the ruling regime.

(vi) Both are standing in opposition to the state (except in those cases where there is state complicity or even active involvement).

(vii) In both types of organisations, the claim of the group on the individual is a strong one and leaving the group is difficult, though not impossible.

(viii) Both extort and steal money to finance their organisations. 60

Looking back again from the vantage point of 2018, most of these findings still appear to hold true. However, with regard to the first point, there is increasing evidence that terrorist groups provide drugs (like the amphetamine Captagon) to their own operatives to make them more fearless, especially when engaging in suicidal missions. 61 Some recent studies have also qualified the long-held idea that most terrorists are shockingly normal (in a clinical, not moral, sense). While this might still hold true for most terrorist leaders, many of those vulnerable to recruitment into terrorist networks, at least in Europe, appear to suffer from mental health problems. 62

Links between Organised Crime Groups and Terrorist Groups – Then and Now

It is worthwhile to make explicit what exactly we wish to understand be ‘links’ when looking at the two phenomena. One way to do so is by distinguishing between various levels of intensity in the interactions between organised crime and terrorist groups.

(i) Type/Level 1: a weak nexus of ad hoc, opportunistic collaboration (e.g. terrorist buying firearm on the black market from organised crime arms dealers).

61 Captagon is, however, used in the Middle East also by others than terrorists and black market revenues from trafficking amphetamines are a source of income for several groups. Cf. URL: https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#search/Captagon/15278dee4d052fb6.
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(ii) Type/Level 2: a *regular association*, tactical, pragmatic collaboration, based on common interest constellation (e.g. maintaining ‘order’/discipline and illegal trade flows in lawless, no-go areas outside government control).

(iii) Type/Level 3: *alliance formation*, that is, a pact-based, strategic relationship involving a mutually advantageous symbiosis.

(iv) Type/Level 4: *convergence* whereby both sides merge in terms of personnel, resources, logistical and/or operational activities.

In other words, four levels of links can be distinguished. However, there are, idealtypically, two additional special cases:

(v) Type 5: when organised crime groups engage in terrorist tactics as *violent hybrid organisations (VHO-1)*; developing these in-house, without linking up with an external terrorist group, and

(vi) Type 6: when terrorist groups use organised crime methods as *violent hybrid organisations (VHO-2)* developing these in-house to generate funds for their political struggle, without linking up with an external organised crime group.

These two types of *violent hybrid organisations (VHO)*, mix elements of typical organised crime group methods (e.g. drug trafficking, smuggling of migrants, extortion, kidnapping for ransom) with terrorist tactics (e.g. bombings, beheadings, hostage taking) – without one type of group linking up with the other type. While borrowing methods and tactics from each other, the ultimate motives of OCGs and TGs as well as VHO-1 and VHO-2 - primarily the search for material wealth in one case, gaining or maintaining political power in the other - remain different. However, to the extent that material wealth can be translated into political power (e.g. by financing election campaigns of politicians sympathetic to the interests or objectives of the sponsor) the line between the two types of organisations can also become blurred.

In other words, terrorism is a tactic which can be used by others than terrorist groups, including by organised crime groups. Already in the mid-1990s, a number of uses of terror-inducing tactics by organised crime groups were identified by Phil Williams and Ernesto Savona:

(i) To disrupt law enforcement investigations;

(ii) To deter the introduction or continuation of vigorous government policies against organised crime groups;

(iii) To eliminate effective law enforcement officials;

(iv) To coerce judges into more lenient sentencing policies, and

(v) To create an environment more conductive to criminal activity.

On the other side, today, the use of terror-inducing tactics by organised crime groups has become more widespread, most of all in Mexico where more than 100,000 people have died in the last decade at the hands of drug cartel operatives. The Mexican cartels, like before them the Colombian ones, have developed an extensive in-house terrorism

---


capacity without outside support from national or international terrorist organisations. On the other hand, there are terrorist organisations that have developed an in-house organised crime capacity, with no specific need to enter into some sort of alliance with local or foreign terrorist groups. The Kurdish Workers Party (PKK) in Turkey and abroad, the Shi’ite Hezbollah in Lebanon and abroad and, until their defeat in 2009, the Tamil Tigers of the LTTE in Sri Lanka’s north would be prime examples, mainly due to their major roles in drug trafficking.

We should also keep in mind that organised crime groups not only cooperate at times with terrorist groups but that they also – and more often - collaborate with other organised crime groups, especially abroad, as well as with various upperworld entities in business and government. Louise Shelley, one of the foremost experts on transnational organised crime, hinted at that when she said that “The links between organised criminals and terrorists are much less frequent than the links between organised criminals and politicians”.

But what were and are these links between groups using terrorism and those engaged in organised crime - and have these gotten more significant since the mid-1990s?

In the 1996 report, I had concluded that

“The differences and similarities...[between organised crime groups and terrorist groups] make clear that we have to do with partly overlapping, partly conflicting phenomena. Some terrorist groups have tried to use extortion against drug-traffic organisations....(...) Political terrorists... and organised crime figures have been at war with each other but also used each other in a symbiotic way against the government... depending on the momentary constellation of separate interests and common dangers. (...) Organised crime feeds political conflict, including conflicts waged by terrorist tactics. The coincidence of organised crime and certain forms of political violence is no accident.”

In other words, back in 1996, I saw terrorism and organised crime as two distinct phenomena, linked in some instances and on some levels - but certainly not converging.

After 9/11 some of those who were since the 1970s engaged in the War on Drugs, began to stress the links between drug cartels and terrorist organisations, taking about a close nexus and even convergence. Some of those pushing the convergence thesis were apparently fearing that all attention and much of the money hitherto allocated to fighting drug trafficking would shift to the Global War on Terror - at the expense of the War on Drugs on which their jobs depended. Did they exaggerate? Looking at specific...
organisations like the FARC (Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia – Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia), the PKK (Kurdish Workers Party) in Turkey or Hezbollah (Party of God) in Lebanon, or Abu Sayyaf in the Philippines, the advocates of convergence could certainly make a case. However, to generalise from a few prominent examples to an across-the-board convergence theory between the two phenomena was – and still is - an unwarranted exaggeration. Rather, I would argue, these were mainly cases of violent hybrid organisations. Already before 9/11 some of these violent armed groups had developed in-house capabilities in organised crime methods, making them violent hybrid organisations rather than fusions of originally distinct organized crime groups with terrorist groups.

In the 1990s, violent hybrid organisations were exceptional and few. Yet in the immediate post-9/11 period of near-panic among political leaders, some analytical distinctions were no longer made. Less than three weeks after the 11 September 2001 attacks on New York and Washington by Al Qaida, the United Nations Security Council, in a very broad resolution (SC 1373) noted with concern the “....close connection between international terrorism and transnational organized crime, illicit drugs, money-laundering, illegal arms-trafficking, and illegal movement of nuclear, chemical, biological and other potentially deadly materials....”.73

However, even in the 1990s, a closer look at individual cases – like the temporary cooperation between Colombian drug cartels and the insurgent FARC – showed that there were plenty of tensions and armed conflicts, next to forms of co-existence and occasional cooperation between them.74 Why should an insurgent group like FARC – which engaged in both guerrilla and terrorist tactics – link up with drug cartels? One obvious answer was money. Since the end of the Cold War, state sponsorship (by the Soviet Union and its allies, including Cuba, in FARC’s case) had declined and new sources of funding had to be found for FARC. As Frank Cilluffo, the former American counter-terrorism official, put it: ‘Involvement in the drug business is almost a guarantee of financial independence from a state sponsor’.75

Money is indeed one of more than half a dozen factors encouraging various levels of ‘links’ from the point of view of terrorist organisations. But there are also half a dozen other motives than money (i):

(i) Access to greater financial resources for terrorist attacks;
(ii) Independence from state sponsorship;


74 The relationship between organised crime drug cartels and insurgent FARC terrorists in the 1980s went through several phases. In one phase, the drug traffickers paid protection money to the guerrillas and provided them with weapons from Cuba. In another phase, FARC extorted money from the traffickers, forcing them to make large outlays to protect their laboratories, drug shipments, and clandestine airfields. In a third phase, drug traffickers would refuse to pay protection money and hire and train their own private armies which would kill known members of left-wing parties and massacre peasants linked to the FARC. – Danneskiold Lassen, Suzanne Bettina, “Drug Trafficking and Terrorism in Colombia,” in The Politics of Counterterrorism: The Ordeal of Democratic States, ed. Barry Rubin, Lanham, (Md: University of Press of America, 1990), 130-131.

Possibility of building up economic power, compensating for lack of public support; 
Access to specialist skills (e.g. money laundering or forging travel documents); 
Facilitation in cross-border movements (use of smuggling human trafficking routes) 
Coming into contact with a wider range of potential recruits who are already outlaws. 
Access to guns.

Yet collaboration with organised crime groups can come at a high price for a terrorist group. There is the danger of losing political credibility if it becomes public knowledge and, more directly, there is the risk of treason and infiltration as certain organised crime figures might be lured into betraying their terrorist contacts in return for large rewards offered by governments for disclosing the whereabouts of wanted terrorists. These possible transaction costs are hard to quantify but can be substantial and might well dim enthusiasm for extending links towards organised crime groups from the side of terrorist groups.

Looking at the issue of collaborative ‘links’, from the point of view of organised crime groups, I found, while working for UN Office on Drugs and Crime, three possible advantages:

(i) Drug traffickers benefit from terrorists’ military skills and obtain protection for illicit drug cultivation or trafficking in areas under guerrilla/terrorist control. 
(ii) Terrorist destabilisation of political and economic structures may create favourable environments for organised crime activities; 
(iii) Allying with terrorists might provide an extra degree of ‘intimidation’, leading, for instance, to higher ransom payments for kidnapping victims.76

However, I also noted that collaboration comes at a price: the terrorist group might extort the drug-trafficking criminal organisation or the terrorist group might take over much of the ‘business’ from organised crime groups due to its superior firepower.

Based on such considerations, I was reluctant in the mid-1990s and beyond77 to agree with the convergence thesis.78 Almost ten years later, a team of Canadian researchers, writing another report for the UN Crime Commission, came to a similar conclusion in 2004/05:

“There are...numerous claims that there already is a trend towards greater cooperation between organized crime and terrorists. However, with the possible exception of cooperation between terrorists and common criminals around the drug trade, finding hard evidence that such a trend exists is very difficult. (…) It would seem that very few

76 Some of these points were only made explicit in a subsequent study I did while working for UNODC. A public version was published as Alex P. Schmid. Links between Terrorism and other Forms of Crime. Turkish Policy Quarterly, Summer 2004, pp. 43-56.
78 In 2004, I wrote: “Yet terrorism – that peculiar mix of violence, politics and propaganda – should not be confused with mainly profit-driven organized crime. The vague narco-terrorism formula with its implicit call to fuse the ‘war on drugs’ and the ‘war on terror’ might offer a misleading intellectual roadmap to address the problem of terrorism” (Ibid., p. 53).
criminal organizations are indeed willing to get involved with terrorist groups.”

How do the findings from the 1996 (and 2004/05) stand up against what we know now about organised crime, terrorism and the linkages between these two phenomena today? What has stayed the same, what changed? While a systematic comparison is beyond the scope of this Research Paper, a few features that stand out deserve to be highlighted.

One of the recently emerging feature I did not notice in my 1996 report is the frequency of a juvenile crime histories in terrorist biographies. Members of youth gangs engaged in petty -and not so petty - crime and getting accustomed to violence in turfs wars between street gangs – provide a familiarisation with violence which sometimes makes radicalisation to political crimes in the form of terrorism but a small next step. This phenomenon has been highlighted in a 2016 study by the London-based International Centre for the Study of Radicalisation and Political Violence (ICSR) on ‘Criminal Pasts, Terrorist Futures: European Jihadists and the New Crime-Terror Nexus’. It looked at the profiles of 79 recent European jihadists with criminal histories, and concluded that

“….with Islamic State and the ongoing mobilisation of European jihadists, the phenomenon has become more pronounced, more visible, and more relevant to the ways in which jihadist groups operate. In many European countries, the majority of jihadist foreign fighters are former criminals.”

The ICSR report found not so much a merging of criminals and terrorists as organisations but common social networks, environments, or milieus. It noted that

“Criminal and terrorist groups have come to recruit from the same pool of people, creating (often unintended) synergies and overlaps that have consequences for how individuals radicalise and operate. This is what we call the new crime-terror nexus.”

While some 6,000 Muslims from European diasporas became foreign fighters in Syria, the fear is that when they return, some of them might seek to apply their newly acquired terrorist skills in their homeland not just to continue their jihad but also to bring organised crime to a new level, reminiscent of what has happened in Mexico where former members of the security forces of the state infused military skills into criminal organisations.

---

81 R. Basra et al, op. cit., p. 3.
The return of foreign fighters from Syria, a few of them disguised as refugees, and their subsequent involvement in terrorist acts, has given rise to apprehension about growing links between terrorism and organised crime. A recent Europol report, noted that

“The investigations into the terrorist attacks in Brussels and Paris, carried out in March 2016 and November 2015 respectively, uncovered the involvement of some of the perpetrators in different types of serious and organised crime, including the trafficking of illicit drugs, as well as personal contacts with criminal groups involved in the trafficking of firearms and production of fraudulent documents”.

Europol further noted that

“The threat emanating from links between serious and organised crime and terrorism is two-fold. Firstly, the potential exploitation of OCG infrastructures to procure tools, such as firearms or fraudulent documents, and move goods and people may deliver lethal weapons used in attacks in the EU to terrorist groups. Secondly, involvement in serious and organised crime may allow terrorist actors to generate funds to finance terrorism-related activities. The suspects are involved in various crime areas including money laundering, migrant smuggling, heroin and firearms trafficking, organised property crime.... These suspects are typically involved at a lower level in organised crime and do not fill major roles within organised crime networks.”

Another phenomenon which I did not notice in the mid-1990s, was the role of prisons in transforming common criminals into political criminals. It has long been known that many national prison systems not only fail to rehabilitate inmates, but are actual schools of crime with, as a consequence, some national recidivism rates of over sixty percent within two years after release from prison. That criminals in prison learn from each other has been common knowledge. However, that criminals in prison can be radicalised to political extremism while converting to Islam I had not noticed in my 1996 report. According to the ICSR report, cited above, prisons first

“[A]re places of vulnerability in which extremists can find plenty of ‘angry young men’ with criminal pasts who may experience cognitive openings and are ‘ripe’ for extremist radicalisation and recruitment. Second, they bring together criminals and terrorists, and therefore create opportunities for collaboration and ‘skills transfers’. And finally, they often leave people who have served their sentences with few opportunities to re-integrate into society and become productive citizens.”

---

84 Ibid.
85 R. Basra et al, op. cit., p. 29; see also: URL https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/1623988a505ef4fa?compose=1623d86f0090be61.
Given the reality of radicalisation in prisons, there is a growing trend in Europe to lock up terrorists away from other criminals in separate prisons. This, however, poses another risk upon their release as they might not have lost any of their extremist beliefs, living isolated amongst themselves for years, forming their own echo chamber.

Another driver of radicalisation - the full force of which was not yet manifest in the mid-1990s - is ‘globalisation’. It has produced some big winners at the top of social hierarchies but more losers at the bottom, partly because production facilities moved to countries where labour costs are lower. The prospect of unemployment, often despite educational degrees, makes human beings moving in all sort of directions - pushing them towards migration, to drugs, to crime or to political violence. While direct links between poverty and terrorism have been contested,\(^{86}\) the links between high levels of unemployment and organised and other forms of crime are undisputable. Economically depressed regions like Sicily or Kosovo remain hotbeds of organised crime. Such regions are also zones of emigration. In receiving countries, migrants often form ethnic or religious Diasporas which tend, over time, if concentrated in certain locations, to reproduce power structures resembling some of those in migrants’ countries of origin, including criminal structures that link diaspora members to clans in their homeland. Some second and third generation youth, the children of immigrants, caught between two cultures, looking for identity, have become susceptible to joining criminal street gangs. Members of such criminal sub-cultures in European Diasporas have also been lured by terrorist organisations like ISIS.\(^{87}\)

What has become more obvious in recent years is that some of the same structures that give rise to organised crime and terrorism are also present in the countries of origin of migrants who seek to come to Europe illegally. The mainly economic migrants that come from West Africa via Libya to Europe in the hope for a better future rely on smuggling networks for transit whereby organised crime groups and terrorist organisations often work together and partly overlap. Much of the cocaine smuggled from Colombia in recent years, has reached Western Europe after crossing the Atlantic and then proceeding through West Africa, going from Guinea-Bissau to Senegal, Mali, Niger and Libya whereby al-Qaeda affiliated groups are involved. To quote one people smuggler ("Moussa") from Niger:

"...agents from the “Islamic State in the Greater Sahara” operating in Guinea-Bissau often negotiated with South American drug cartels including, FARC front-men, in the capital, Bissau, exploring ways for the jihadist group to transport cocaine to Europe, the mode of payment for transportation, and what quantity of the substance the group can keep for itself. Moussa says that a given group of ISGS militants would typically take cocaine from Bissau to Senegal, then hand it over to a different group to take to Mali, then have migrants carry it into Niger."\(^{88}\)

However, such instances do not mean that full convergence over time is likely. In the words of Annette Hübschle who looked at West-African smuggling networks:


Terrorists and organized criminals may interact on an ad hoc basis by forming tactical and strategic alliances in pursuit of short-term goals. Indeed, while theories of convergence and confluence look good on paper, the reality of cultural, ideological, political, operational and practical differences between organized crime and terrorist groupings are obvious and ultimately ongoing collaboration appears unsustainable.  

In the context of Africa, with its largely ungoverned rural regions and urban slums, it is logical that others – warlords, terrorists, vigilantes, criminal networks – step in and provide some rudimentary economic structure and social order. As Vanda Felbab-Brown perceptively noted:

“By sponsoring illicit economies in areas of state weakness where legal economic opportunities and public goods are seriously lacking, both belligerent and criminal groups frequently enhance some elements of human security of the marginalized populations who depend on illicit economies for basic livelihoods. [...] Efforts to defeat belligerent groups by decreasing their financial flows through the suppression of an illicit economy are rarely effective. Such measures, in turn, increase the political capital of anti-State groups.”

Not only are individual government officials in the region corrupt, but a criminalisation of larger parts of certain governments in Africa has reportedly taken place (e.g. in Guinea-Bissao). This makes the fight against any nexus between terrorist and organised crime groups almost impossible without outside intervention restoring something approaching good governance.

While the links between TGs and OCGs are a matter of serious concern, the far greater problem are their links to members of government who use the machinery of the state as vehicle for personal enrichment and for the perpetuation of their personal political power. This phenomenon is not confined to developing countries and not limited to traditionally authoritarian regimes but has also emerged (or re-emerged) in countries seemingly transitioning to liberal democracies in southern and eastern Europe and beyond. Such close links allows criminal entrepreneurs to use part of the state infrastructures (e.g. diplomatic facilities) for black market operations. An example of this would be the recent discovery of 400 kg of cocaine on the premises of the Russian embassy in Buenos Aires, ready to be transported to Russia.

---

90 Ibid., p. 5.
93 See URL: https://www.yahoo.com/news/400-kilos-cocaine-found-russian-embassy-argentina-030730520.html. In this case, the Russian ambassador cooperated with the Argentinian authorities to stop the criminal abuse of diplomatic facilities.
What I had signalled in the 1990s, - the penetration of states by organised crime and the collusion of state actors with, and use of, organised crime - has reached alarming proportions, especially in countries where intelligence services, organised crime syndicates and former and current members of government operate hand-in-hand for mutual benefit. Louise Shelley, one of the foremost experts on organised crime, noted already in 2005 that some governments have not been willing to suppress organised crime syndicates “….because they often are of service to the state, having corrupted or developed collusive relations with state institutions, or evolved to serve specific functions within the community.”

Hence, the role of government agencies and former government agents, often the unacknowledged third party in the nexus between criminal and political violence, should be included in future studies of organised crime groups and terrorist groups. Many terrorist groups (and insurgent groups using terrorist tactics next to guerrilla warfare) could not function without covert state tolerance or support. However, links between some countries’ sectors of the state and terrorist groups are not the only problem. There are also links between criminal and terrorist groups with upper world corporate criminals and conniving government officials in a good number of countries, as Jean-François Gayraud has documented in considerable detail in his study *Théorie des Hybride Terrorisme et crime organisé* (Paris: CNRS Editions, 2017). In Gayraud’s view, ‘The post-Cold War world is confronted by twin insurrections: an insurrection from below, the one of gangsters; an insurrection from above, the one of the plutocrats. The criminal insurrection emerges from the gangs, cartels, mafias, groups and other professionals from the underworld of organised crime of which a number of actors have acquired positions of power and exploit new opportunities stemming from the globalisation of exchanges, new information technologies and the opening of [ungoverned] spaces. (…) The plutocratic insurrection emerges from a globalised super class that got rich by the politics of deregulation which, after the disappearance of the socialist/communist revolutionary threat, has been given free reign for its greed.’

While one does not have to agree with all observations of Gayraud’s pessimistic diagnosis, he provides a wider framework for understanding the crisis liberal democracies and the rule of law face worldwide from organised political and criminal violence from below and corrupt and repressive regimes from above and the links between them.

---

95 For instance, the Taliban in Afghanistan could not survive without assistance from the Pakistani military who see Afghanistan as strategic hinterland in the conflict with India. - Cf. Carlotta Gall, “Pakistan’s Hand in the Rise of International Jihad,” *New York Times*, February 6, 2016.
Conclusion

There can be little doubt that both terrorist groups and organised crime groups have become stronger and more widespread since the mid-1990s.\textsuperscript{97} The reasons for this increase are manifold and can, in the view of this writer, not be primarily attributed to stronger and deeper links between those who are in the market place of ideologies and those who are conduct their shady business by illegal means in the market place of illicit goods and services.\textsuperscript{98} Rather, the growth of both types of organisations has probably more to do with structural factors like economic hardship, more visible disparities between the haves and the have-nots in and between our societies, population-and migration pressures, repression by authoritarian regimes to maintain their privileged status, as well as the existence of ungoverned spaces in both urban and rural areas, greater border porosity, cheaper interstate travel, growth of foreign diasporas, and specific features of globalisation such as the liberalisation of financial markets, offshore and electronic banking, and, very importantly, the use and abuse of the internet.

What has changed in more than twenty years in the relationship between organised crime and terrorism? My exploration in 1996 identified a number of ‘links’. Few if any of these seem to have become weaker due to better social engineering or better police control. Have national law enforcement efforts and international judicial- and intelligence - as well as military - cooperation in the fight against terrorism not weakened existing links? Unfortunately, there are no clear signs of that. While many governments are now better prepared to cope with terrorism than before 9/11, the same can absolutely not be said about coping with organised crime.\textsuperscript{99}

The manpower and resources that go into fighting organised crime are, in many countries, very modest when compared to those allocated for fighting terrorism. While the primary motives behind terrorism continue to differ from those behind organised crime, there is nevertheless something to be said for creating fusion centres that pool and compare data on these two phenomena because organised crime groups and terrorist groups increasingly recruit from the same social sub-strata and religious sub-cultures. New instruments of detection like big data analysis and artificial intelligence can become powerful tools in monitoring socially harmful developments. However, soft power approaches like community policing and situational crime prevention are at least as important in intercepting in a pro-active way those individuals who are prepared to join violent organisations - whether criminal, terrorist or hybrid.

\textsuperscript{97} This was the general view of a group of 40 experts (including the present author) who met in April 2017 in The Hague to discuss the nexus between terrorism and transnational organised crime. The background report of this meeting by Christophe Paulussen and Harmen van der Wilt (‘The Hague Initiative on the Nexus between Terrorism and Transnational Organized Crime’. (The Hague: Asser Institute, 2017)), has not been published.

\textsuperscript{98} This distinction is from Brian J. Phillips. Terrorists or Criminals? The Logic of Labels. Unpublished paper prepared for a workshop meeting of the Peace Science Society (International), (October 2016): 11.

\textsuperscript{99} In this regard, Walter Kemp and Mark Shaw have noticed that “Since the end of the Cold War, organized crime has moved from being a marginal problem in a few cities and regions to being a mainstream threat to national stability and international peace and security. While the threat has become transnational, the multilateral response has been slow, disjointed, and reactive.” - W. Kemp and M. Shaw. “From the Margins to the Mainstream: Toward an Integrated Multilateral Response to Organized Crime” International Peace Institute, 19 September 2014. URL: https://www.ipinst.org/2014/09/from-the-margins-to-the-mainstream-toward-an-integrated-multilateral-response-to-organized-crime.
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